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Abstract Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have
progressive and pervasive disorders of airway protection.
Recent work has highlighted the relationship between
reflex and voluntary cough and swallowing safety. The
goal of this study was to test the sensitivity and specificity
of several airway protective and disease-specific factors for
predicting swallowing safety outcomes in PD. Sixty-four
participants (44 males) completed measures of voluntary
and reflex cough, and swallowing safety. Clinical predictors included disease severity and duration, and cough
airflow and sensitivity measures. ROC and Chi-square
analyses identified predictors of swallowing safety (penetration–aspiration score) in PD. Disease duration significantly discriminated between patients with normal and
abnormal swallowing safety (p = 0.027, sensitivity: 71 %,
specificity: 55.4 %). Cough reflex sensitivity significantly
discriminated between patients who penetrated above the
level of the vocal folds and those with more severe penetration/aspiration (p = 0.021, sensitivity: 71.0 %, specificity 57.6 %). Urge-to-cough sensitivity (log–log linear
slope) was the only variable which significantly
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discriminated between patients with penetration versus
aspiration (p = 0.017, sensitivity: 85.7 %, specificity
73.2 %). It is important to identify the factors which
influence airway protective outcomes in PD especially
given that aspiration pneumonia is a leading cause of death.
Results from this study highlight the ecological validity of
reflex cough in the study of airway protection and this
study further identifies important factors to consider in the
screening of airway protective deficits in PD.
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Introduction
Aspiration pneumonia is the leading cause of death in
Parkinson’s disease (PD) [1–5] and it is becoming
increasingly clear that dysphagia, or disordered swallowing, alone cannot explain the pathogenesis of this infection.
Instead, it is likely the pervasive and progressive dysfunction of a continuum of airway protective behaviors,
including swallowing and cough, that results in the high
incidence of aspiration pneumonia. Researchers have
identified the cooccurrence of cough dysfunction (dystussia) and dysphagia in people with PD [6–8]. However, it is
unclear how the motor and sensory aspects of cough relate
to or predict swallowing dysfunction. Further specifying
these relationships is essential to enhance the assessment
and management approaches we utilize in people with PD
who do not adequately protect their airway during swallowing. More importantly, it may assist in the early identification of patients with airway protective deficits;
therefore, improving long-term pulmonary outcomes.
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Cough is the most important of the multiple airway
protective behaviors for ejecting material from the lower
airways. It can be produced voluntarily (e.g., on command)
or reflexively in response to a stimulus in the airway.
Impairment of this clearing mechanism, in conjunction
with impaired swallowing, is of significant health concern
because this results in uncompensated or undercompensated aspiration. Multiple studies have identified that voluntary and reflex cough may be indicators of swallowing
dysfunction (e.g., [6–12]). Yet, it remains unclear whether
disease-specific factors, such as disease severity or duration, voluntary cough, or reflex cough measures are most
predictive of swallowing dysfunction in PD. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to test the sensitivity and specificity
of several airway protective and disease-specific factors as
predictive measures of swallowing outcomes in PD. It was
hypothesized that measures of reflex cough, including
sensory perception measures and airflow parameters,
would be the most robust indicators of swallowing dysfunction as compared to measures of voluntary cough airflow and disease-specific factors. We hypothesized that
reflex cough would be superior in predicting swallowing
outcomes given their similarities as airway protective
behaviors, each triggered by a salient sensory stimulus in
the upper airway and requiring reconfiguration of the
ventilator breathing cycle.

Methods
Airway protective outcomes were tested in 64 participants
with mild to moderate PD. Participants were tested while
on optimal dopaminergic medication. These data were
collected over two prospective studies which received
ethical approval by the University of Florida Institutional
Review Board. Participants were recruited from the
University of Florida Center for Movement Disorders and
Neurorestoration based on consecutive referral to SpeechLanguage Pathology over a two-year time period. Fellowship-trained Movement Disorders Neurologists diagnosed PD using the United Kingdom (UK) brain bank
criteria and defined disease severity using the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) and the Hoehn
and Yahr (H&Y) Scale. Participant demographic information, including disease duration (defined as time since
onset of first PD symptoms), is in Table 1. All participants
provided written informed consent prior to the initiation of
any study procedures.
Criteria for inclusion were: (1) diagnosis of idiopathic
PD (either tremor-predominant or rigid-predominant) by a
certified movement disorders neurologist; (2) H&Y scale
stages I–IV; and (3) between 35 and 85 years of age to
allow for a broad sampling of PD duration and severity.
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Table 1 Participant demographic information, including disease
duration (defined as time since onset of first PD symptoms)
Characteristic

Distribution

Sex, no. (%)
Female

20 (31.3)

Male

44 (68.8)

Hoehn and Yahr stage, no. (%)
1

2 (3.1)

1.5

1 (1.6)

2
2.5

30 (46.9)
16 (25.0)

3

14 (21.9)

4

1 (1.6)

Penetration/aspiration (PA) score, no. (%)
1

7 (10.9)

2

9 (14.1)

3

16 (25.0)

4

0 (0)

5

25 (39.1)

6

0 (0)

7

0 (0)

8

7 (10.9)

Age, mean (SD) [range]

64.92 (8.56) [37–81]

Disease duration, mean (SD) [range]

8.45 (4.37) [1–18]

Exclusionary criteria were: (1) history of other neurological disorders; (2) history of head, neck, or lung cancer; (3)
history of chronic respiratory disorders/diseases; (4)
smoking in the last 5 years; (5) uncontrolled hypertension;
(6) difficulty complying due to neuropsychological dysfunction; or (7) failure of screening test of pulmonary
function (i.e., FEV1/FVC \ 75 %).

Cough Evaluation
Participants were seated and outfitted with a facemask
covering the nose and mouth. The facemask was coupled to
a pneumotachograph, differential pressure transducer, and
had a side port with a one-way inspiratory valve for nebulizer connection. The nebulizer was a DeVilbiss T-piece
connected to a dosimeter that delivered aerosolized solution
during inspiration with a delivery duration of two seconds.
Participants completed a single breath capsaicin challenge
with three randomized blocks of 0, 50, 100, and 200 lM
capsaicin. The capsaicin was dissolved in a vehicle solution
consisting of 80 % physiological saline, 20 % ethanol. The
maximum concentration of 200 lM was chosen because it
has previously been identified as a suprathreshold concentration for eliciting reflex cough in healthy adults [13].
Participants were seated comfortably for an initial 30 s of
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quiet breathing in order to acclimate to the facemask. Participants were given the instruction ‘‘cough if you need to’’
prior to and during capsaicin delivery. There was a minimum of one minute between each presentation of capsaicin
during which participants were provided water. Participants
also completed three sequential voluntary cough epochs
during which they were cued to ‘‘cough as if something went
down the wrong tube.’’ This set of instructions was provided
as a natural prompt for the induction of voluntary cough that
would generate a similar number of voluntary coughs per
cough epoch as reflex coughs per epoch, allowing for
comparison between cough types [11, 12, 14]. The cough
airflow signal from both reflex and voluntary cough tasks
was recorded to a laptop computer via Power Lab Data
Acquisition System (ADInstruments).

threshold. A ‘reliable’ Cr2 was defined as at least two
coughs produced within 30 s following presentation of the
stimulus, in two of three trials of that concentration.

Swallowing Evaluation

Disease-specific factors were determined from chart review
of the associated Neurology visit with the movement disorders fellowship-trained clinician. Age, disease severity,
as measured by the UPDRS, and disease duration were
identified for each participant. Disease duration was
defined as time since the onset of first PD symptoms.

Swallowing was assessed by a certified Speech-Language
Pathologist. Participants were positioned in the lateral
viewing plane while seated and self-administered a three
ounce thin liquid challenge bolus of barium sulfate contrast
solution. Images were acquired from a Siemens radiographic/fluoroscopic unit and recorded at 30 frames per
second. No instructions regarding manner of swallowing
were given to maintain natural swallowing behavior. The
selected swallowing outcome measure was the penetration–aspiration scale (PA) [15]. The PA Scale, a valid
ordinal measure, was used to quantify the presence of
penetration and aspiration during the swallowing of the
three ounce bolus. This measure is often used in clinical
practice and as an outcome measure in research studies.

Outcome Measures
Cough Airflow Measures
Airflow measurements were derived from the reflex and
voluntary cough waveforms. Measurements included compression phase duration (CPD), peak expiratory flow rate
(PEFR), and peak expiratory flow rise time (PEFRT). Cough
volume acceleration (CVA) was computed as PEFR/PEFRT.
Cough Threshold
The total number of coughs was counted from the first
cough epoch (defined as the first cough, and all subsequent
cough reaccelerations following one inspiration) with each
presentation of capsaicin. These measures were made from
the recorded cough airflow signals. The concentration of
capsaicin that elicited the reliable two-cough response
(Cr2) was recorded and identified as the measure of cough

Urge to Cough (UTC)
Following each capsaicin trial, participants rated their UTC
using a modified Borg Rating Scale, where 1 was no UTC,
and 10 was maximal UTC. The medians of the UTC ratings
were plotted against capsaicin concentration on a log–log
scale and a linear regression line was used to fit the data.
The slope of the line was used as a measure of UTC sensitivity to capsaicin and was compared between groups.
Disease-Specific Factors

Statistics
Intra- and interrater reliability was completed on 20 % of the
measures of cough and PA scale score data. Receiver
operator curves (ROC), sensitivity, and specificity measures
were completed to quantify how accurate the diseasespecific and cough parameters were at discriminating
between patients with and without swallowing safety
abnormalities. Separate analyses were conducted to compare: (1) participants with normal swallowing from those
with abnormal swallowing (PA 1 vs. 2–8), (2) participants
with normal to mild changes to those with more severe
swallowing safety deficits (PA 1–3 vs. 4–8), and (3) participants with at least penetration to those who aspirated on
the swallowing evaluation (PA 3–5 vs. 6–8). The sensitivity
and specificity with the optimal cut-off value were derived
from the analysis as a measure of validity. ROC curves and
the corresponding areas under the curve (AUC) were calculated for continuous variables. Cross tabulation and ChiSquare analysis were used to measure association between
the Cr2 response and the different PA groups. All statistical
analyses were completed using SPSS IBM Statistics 21.0.

Results
Of the 64 participants with PD who were tested (44 male,
20 female), 25 (39.1 %) penetrated above the level of the
vocal folds, 25 (39.1 %) penetrated to the level of the vocal
folds, and 7 (10.9 %) aspirated during the three ounce
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sequential swallowing task. Participants’ average age was
65 years and average disease duration was 8.5 years
(Fig. 1). The intra- and intermeasurer ratings for PA score
were highly reliable (a = 0.917, p \ .001 and a = 0.849,
p \ .001, respectively). The intra- and intermeasurer ratings for cough values were also reliable (a = 0.89,
p = .003 and a = 0.712, p = .008, respectively).
No Penetration or Aspiration Versus Any Degree
of Penetration or Aspiration (PA 1 Vs. PA 2–8)
ROC analysis compared outcomes for participants with PA
scale score 1 (no penetration/aspiration) versus those with
PA scale scores 2–8 (penetration or aspiration). Only disease duration significantly identified patients with no penetration/aspiration versus those in the penetrator/aspirator
group [p = 0.035, area under the curve: 0.75, sensitivity:
82.5 %, specificity: 57.1 % for a cut-off of 4.5 years;
Fig. 2]. None of the cough airflow variables were significantly predictive for the detection of penetration/aspiration
in this model (Table 2).
Normal or Penetration Above the Vocal Folds
Versus Penetration to the Level of the Vocal Folds
or Below (Aspiration; PA 1–3 Vs. PA 4–8)
Chi-Square test showed a significant association between
Cr2 response and the PA groups 1–3 versus 4–8
Fig. 1 Histogram of the
distribution of disease duration
over the sample of participants
in this study. Average disease
duration for this sample was
8.5 years with a range of
1–18 years. Analyses revealed
disease duration over 4.5 years
was predictive of PA [ 1
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[p = 0.021]. Further cross tabulation analysis revealed a
sensitivity of 70.97 % and a specificity of 57.58 % for the
Cr2 response as the measure of cough threshold (Table 3).
Penetration Versus Aspiration (PA 3–5 Vs. PA 6–8)
ROC analysis compared outcomes for participants with PA
scale scores 3–5 (penetration) versus PA scale scores 6–8
(aspiration). The reflex cough variable UTC slope was the
only variable that significantly distinguished between
patients with clinically significant penetration versus those
patients who aspirated [p = 0.017, area under the curve:
0.78, sensitivity: 85.7 %, specificity: 73.2 % for a cut-off
of 0.113; Fig. 2]. None of the voluntary cough airflow
measures significantly discriminated between penetrators
and aspirators (Table 2).

Discussion
The current study is the first to prospectively and directly
compare the relationship between disease-specific factors
such as disease duration and severity, along with both
reflex and voluntary cough parameters, with the severity of
swallowing dysfunction in patients with PD. It was initially
hypothesized that measures of reflex cough would be the
most robust indicators of swallowing dysfunction as compared to measures of voluntary cough airflow and disease-
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Fig. 2 Receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis for the significant
variable disease duration (PA scale score 1 vs. PA scale scores 2–8)
and UTC slope (PA scale scores 3–5 vs. PA scale scores 6–8). Disease
duration significantly discriminated between patients with PA 1
versus all others (PA 2–8) (p = 0.027, sensitivity 71 %, specificity

55.4 %; (a). UTC sensitivity (log–log linear slope) was the only
variable which significantly discriminated between patients with
penetration versus aspiration (PA 3–5 vs. PA 6–8) (p = 0.017,
sensitivity 85.7 %, specificity 73.2 %; (b)

Table 2 Results from receiver operator curve (ROC) analyses for continuous variables
Variable

AUC

SE

Sig. p

Sens. %

Spec. %

LR

Cut-off

PA scale score 1 vs. PA scale scores 2–8
CPD_mean
PEFR_mean

0.628
0.571

0.096
0.109

0.273
0.54

61.4
64.9

57.1
57.1

1.43
1.51

0.249
2.812

PEFRT_mean

0.466

0.137

0.772

64.9

42.9

1.14

0.069

CVA_mean

0.539

0.145

0.739

89.5

42.9

1.57

60.953

UTC_median

0.603

0.111

0.378

86

57.1

2

5.5

UTC_slope

0.55

0.115

0.667

63.2

42.9

1.1

0.18

HY

0.482

0.127

0.88

47.4

42.9

0.83

Age

0.435

0.082

0.576

57.9

43.9

1.03

65.5

Dis. duration

0.746

0.122

0.035*

82.5

57.1

1.92

4.5

2.25

PA scale scores 3–5 vs. PA scale scores 6–8
CPD_mean

0.678

0.103

0.136

71.4

53.7

1.54

0.29

PEFR_mean

0.401

0.09

0.405

57.1

43.9

1.02

2.613

PEFRT_mean

0.436

0.095

0.589

57.1

39

0.94

0.068

CVA_mean

0.401

0.105

0.405

57.1

31.9

0.84

49.049

UTC_median

0.643

0.108

0.231

71.4

39

1.17

3.25

UTC_slope
HY

0.784
0.526

0.077
0.119

0.017*
0.827

85.7
42.9

73.2
56.1

3.2
0.98

0.113
2.25

Age

0.551

0.098

0.672

57.1

51.2

1.17

67.5

Dis. duration

0.589

0.112

0.456

71.4

48.2

1.38

8.5

CPD compression phase duration, PEFR peak expiratory flow rate, PEFRT peak expiratory flow rate rise time, CVA cough volume acceleration;
UTC urge to cough, HY Hoehn and Yahr score, Dis. duration disease duration, PA penetration/aspiration, LR likelihood ratio
* p \ 0.05
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Table 3 Results of Chi-Square test and cross tabulation analysis for Cr2 response
Crosstab

PA 1–3

PA 4–8

Total

No reliable Cr2 response

14

22

36

Reliable Cr2 response

19

9

28

Total

33

31

64

Value

df

Chi-Square

Sig. p

Pearson Chi-Square

5.292

1

0.021

Likelihood ratio

5.382

1

0.020

No. of valid cases

64

Further statistics

Value

95 % CI

Odds ratio

3.317

1.046–10.777

Sensitivity (%)

70.97

51.96–85.78

Specificity (%)

57.58

39.22–74.52

PA penetration/aspiration, CI confidence interval, Cr2 reliable two-cough response to capsaicin

specific factors. The study’s results partially supported this
hypothesis, with urge-to-cough (UTC) sensitivity being the
only factor which significantly distinguished between those
with mild dysphagia (penetration group; PA 3–5) and those
with severe dysphagia (aspiration group; PA 6–8). Additionally, cough threshold (Cr2) was found to distinguish
between participants with penetration above the level of the
vocal folds (PA 2–3) to those with penetration to the folds
or aspiration (PA 4–8). Disease duration was a significant
factor in distinguishing those with no evidence of dysphagia (PA 1) from those with any degree of penetration or
aspiration observed during the swallow study (PA 2–8).
Currently, there is no valid, reliable, and efficient way
for primary care clinicians or neurologists to screen
patients with PD for swallowing dysfunction. The results of
this study support the idea that has been previously
reported in the literature stating that disease severity does
not predict swallowing dysfunction. However, we found
that disease duration does begin to separate patients with
no swallowing disturbance from those who have or are
beginning to demonstrate swallowing abnormalities.
Specifically, at the cut-off point of 4.5 years post symptom
onset, people with PD begin exhibiting symptoms of airway protective deficits. Based on these data, the 4.5-year
duration marker may be the appropriate time for the neurologist or PCP to refer the patient for an initial swallowing
evaluation. This proactive approach would facilitate
implementation of programs targeting prevention of
decline and maintenance of swallowing function. However,
for determining the presence of severe versus mild airway
protective deficits, disease duration was not an adequately
specific predictor.
In order to better identify varying severities of airway
protective deficits, it is necessary to include measures
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derived from reflex cough. The cough motor threshold
(Cr2) was the most effective way to distinguish those with
mild airway protective deficits from those exhibiting
moderate to severe dysphagia with reduced sensitivity of
the bolus in the airway. The cognitive perception of the
cough-inducing stimulus (i.e., the UTC) was the best
predictor of severe swallowing dysfunction, separating
those who only penetrated liquids from those who were
aspirating liquids. Taken together, these data show that if
a patient requires a larger, or more intense, stimulus to
trigger a cough response, they are more likely to have
deep laryngeal penetration (PA 4, 5) or aspiration (PA
6–8) during swallowing. If the patient has a blunted perception of the strength of the cough stimulus (UTC), they
are likely to be silently aspirating. These findings are
supported by the shared sensorimotor control of swallowing and cough [16].
Both swallowing and cough consist of highly coordinated sequences of structural movements, require reconfiguration of the ventilatory breathing pattern, and share
sensorimotor control (e.g., [17, 18]). For humans in the
conscious state, higher-level processing is always involved
in the production of swallowing and cough (e.g., [19–21]).
This is an important distinction because traditional views
of reflexive cough and swallowing consider only brainstem
control of the behaviors. More recent studies have shown
that stimulus perception at the cortical level occurs for both
cough and swallowing, and this level of processing is
necessary for normal execution and modulation of the
behavior [16, 22, 23]. The volitional or behavioral control
of reflex cough occurs because of the UTC, which precedes
the cough. The UTC serves to engage the cognitive motivational system in response to a tussive stimulus
[22, 24, 25]. In a recent study we found that participants
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with PD and dysphagia had higher reflex cough thresholds
and reduced UTC ratings as compared to nondysphagic PD
participants [8]. The reduced UTCs were especially blunted
at subthreshold levels of capsaicin in the dysphagic PD
participants [8]. This is particularly important because
penetration and aspiration of even small amounts of
swallowed material accumulates over time resulting in
deleterious effects to pulmonary function and health.
Improved airway protective outcomes are dependent upon
timely awareness and response to subthreshold tussive
stimuli and the results of the current study provide further
support for the notion that properly screening a patient’s
perception of cough stimuli is important for early identification of clinically significant airway protective deficits.
The results of this study demonstrate that with worsening
airway protective function comes reduced cough motor
thresholds and blunted perception of a cough-inducing
stimulus.
Interestingly, none of the voluntary cough airflow
measures were significant predictors of swallowing dysfunction in these analyses. These findings are in contrast to
the Pitts et al. [7] findings. The differences may be
explained by variations in methodology. For example, the
participants in Pitts et al. [7] completed voluntary single
coughs, with instruction to cough hard, and did not complete sequential voluntary coughs or reflex coughs. The
participants in Pitts et al. [7] also completed the cough
measures with nose clips occluding nasal airflow during the
cough maneuvers; whereas, a facemask was utilized in this
study accounting for both nasal and oral airflow. Additionally, although disease severity was included as a possible predictor of swallowing dysfunction in the Pitts et al.
[7] study, disease duration was not included. Thus, while
the relationship between voluntary cough function and
dysphagia has been well documented, the current study
reveals that sensory measures of reflex cough are likely a
better predictor of swallowing dysfunction. This may be
related to the fact that reflex cough is a more ecologically
valid measure with measurable sensory and motor
components.
This study is not without limitations. Although the data
were collected prospectively, it was analyzed retrospectively. There is always the possibility that there are other
factors which are also salient in identifying patients with
airway protective deficits, but this is the first study to
include a robust amount of both airway protective and
disease-specific predictors to understand dysphagia in PD.
Although there was an adequate distribution of disease
severity, duration, and airway protective outcomes; a
prospective study with the goal of recruiting a larger distribution of swallowing performance and disease duration/severity would help expand and strengthen this body
of literature.

Clinical Implications
Deficits of airway protection result in adverse effects to
health outcomes, decreased quality of life, and increased
health care costs making them an issue of substantial public
health concern. This is of particular interest in people with
PD in whom aspiration pneumonia secondary to airway
protective deficits is a leading cause of death [1–3]. Airway
protection is functionally complex and includes a continuum of behaviors with cough and swallowing at either end
of that continuum. More specifically, effective swallowing
prevents material from entering the airway and effective
coughing ejects the aspirate material when airway compromise occurs. There is strong evidence that both swallowing and cough function are impaired in PD (e.g.,
[8, 26, 27]). In fact, one study identified voluntary cough
outcomes as predictive of swallowing safety [7]. However,
the results of this study showed that reflex cough sensitivity
and perception of cough-inducing stimuli are better predictors of swallowing safety, than measures of voluntary
cough airflow. This supports the notion that decreasing the
incidence of aspiration pneumonia in PD should target both
sensory and motor aspects of cough and swallowing.
Recent work by our group and others has identified the
utility of bedside reflex cough screening devices for the
early identification and management of airway protective
deficits (e.g., [28]). The current study helps inform these
efforts with identification of specific factors that are predictive of swallowing outcomes. The long-term goal of this
research is the development of an easy screening method
for airway protective deficits to be used by clinicians in
neurology, speech-language pathology, primary medicine,
and other clinics.
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